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COMPENSATION FOR MOUNTING MISALIGNMENT OF A NAVIGATIONDEVICE

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] The present description pertains to the field of determining the location of a vehicle

using a portable navigation device and, in particular, to correcting location determinations

to compensate for the possible misalignment of the portable location device in a vehicle.

Related Art

[0002] With the development of radio and space technologies, several satellite based

navigation systems have already been built and more will be in use in the near future. One

example of such satellite based navigation systems is the Global Positioning System (GPS),

which is built and operated by the United States Department of Defense. The system uses

twenty-four or more satellites orbiting the earth at an altitude of about 11,000 miles with a

period of about twelve hours. These satellites are placed in six different orbits such that at

any one time as many as six satellites are visible at any one location on the surface of the

earth (except near the Earth's poles). Each satellite transmits a time and position signal

referenced to an atomic clock. A typical GPS receiver locks onto this signal and extracts

the data contained in it. Using signals from a sufficient number of satellites, a GPS receiver

can calculate its position, velocity, altitude, and time.

[0003] GPS and other satellite based navigational systems have some limitations such as the

availability of a sufficient number of satellite signals. Satellite signals are sometimes not

available in deep canyons, in areas with large numbers of buildings blocking the direct

satellite signals, and in dense forest areas. In addition to this, the satellite signals can be



completely blocked or greatly attenuated inside buildings. In addition, tunnels and bridges

can block satellite signals resulting in large jumps in the indicated position at the exit of the

tunnel after new satellite signals are received. In addition to this, some parameters like the

steering of the vehicle, etc cannot be measured using satellite signals. To reduce these

errors, other complementary methods are often used with satellite navigational systems to

prevent interruptions in the position information. Inertial sensors such as gyroscopes are

used to measure changes in direction. Accelerometers are used to estimate the acceleration

of the vehicle, both backwards and forwards and from side to side. A host of similar

devices are used to improve the accuracy and the consistency of a navigation system.

[0004] The application of low-end MEMS inertial sensors for land vehicle navigation is

becoming popular because of the significant cost reduction in these sensors. After the

position of a vehicle is initially determined, the inertial sensors allow the position of the

vehicle to be determined as the vehicle moves, even if the satellite signals are blocked. The

determination of the position based on measuring the vehicle movement is known as dead

reckoning. The accuracy of a dead reckoning position and how long it remains accurate

depends on the quality of the sensors and how well they are calibrated. In some systems

dead reckoning is also used to improve the accuracy of the satellite location determinations.

[0005] For built-in systems, inertial sensors are mounted on the vehicle in a fixed, known

position, with good accuracy, so as to use some motion constraint of the vehicles, such as a

non-holonomic constraint, to improve the navigation accuracy. This works well for

satellite-based navigation systems that are permanently installed in a car, such as those

offered by the manufacturer.

[0006] Personal navigation devices (PND) are often inserted into a cradle, placed on the

dashboard or put in some other temporary location inside the vehicle. The position of the



PND with respect to the vehicle can differ each time the PND is brought back into the

vehicle. There also may be adjustment of the angles of its position. Assuming the PND is

mounted so that its screen is visible to the driver, the misalignment between the device and

the vehicle might be any angle between +/- 45 degrees for yaw and +/- 30 degrees for roll

and pitch. If the PND does not have a cradle and does not have a display screen, then the

misalignment can be greater.

[0007] In either case, estimating and compensating for the misalignment angles can greatly

increase the accuracy of any navigation using dead reckoning. Estimating and

compensating for misalignment is even more important for incomplete inertial sensor

configurations, for example a heading gyro combined with a three-axis accelerometer.

Incomplete systems are often used for vehicle navigation to further reduce the cost of the

navigation system. In this case, the alignment between the inertial sensors and the vehicle

becomes more important when the omitted sensors are replaced by assumptions about the

vehicle's motion.

SUMMARY

[0008] Compensating for the misalignment of a navigation device with respect to a vehicle

is described. In one example, the compensation is made by applying a high pass filter to a

measured acceleration of the vehicle to produce a motion acceleration signal, weighting the

motion acceleration signal with a measured steering rate of the vehicle, and deriving

misalignment parameters for the navigation device with respect to the vehicle using the

weighted motion acceleration signal.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The invention can be more fully appreciated in connection with the following

detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like

reference numerals refer to corresponding parts throughout the several views of the

drawings, and in which:

[0010] Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a portion of a navigation device to show

estimating the mounting misalignment of the navigation device, according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0011] Figure 2 is a process flow diagram of estimating the mounting misalignment of a

navigation device according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0012] Figure 3 is a functional block diagram of a portion of a navigation device to show

estimating the mounting misalignment of the navigation device, according to another

embodiment of the present invention;

[0013] Figure 4 is a process flow diagram of estimating the mounting misalignment of a

navigation device using the functions of Figures 1 and 3, according to an embodiment of the

present invention; and

[0014] Figure 5 is a block diagram of a navigation device suitable for use with the functions

and processes of Figures 1 through 4, according to an embodiment of the present invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] Any misalignment between the inertial sensors used by a navigation device and a

vehicle carrying the inertial sensors, such as a car or a truck, can affect the navigation

device's accuracy. This misalignment can be estimated and the estimates used to

compensate for the misalignment. This is particularly useful for portable navigation devices

since a portable navigation device is normally installed without strictly aligning the device

in the vehicle. The misalignment is therefore likely to be different each time the navigation

device is removed and returned again to the vehicle.

[0016] The typical inertial sensors used for vehicle navigation are accelerometers and

gyroscopes. These may be part of a separate removable portable navigation device, or they

may be mounted to the vehicle. In some cases, the sensors may also be used for other

systems, such as stability control, anti-lock braking, traction control, airbag control and

other control systems. The vehicle's motion and raw inertial sensor outputs can be used to

make misalignment estimates. In other words, the misalignment between a navigation

device and the vehicle in which it is riding can be determined using just the inertial sensor

signals. No additional external information, for example a GPS signal, is required. Such a

misalignment estimation is robust and can be executed immediately following power-on,

before the GPS is ready.

[0017] The misalignment estimation can also be thought of as estimating the relationship

between the PND (Personal Navigation Device) frame and the vehicle frame. A general

principle to estimate the rotational relationship between two frames is to find at least two

non-collinear vectors that are known in these two frames. In one embodiment, to estimate

the attitude of the PND with respect to the vehicle, the following three vectors can be used:

a gravity vector, a synthetic steering vector, and a synthetic acceleration/braking vector.



[0018] The gravity vector points vertically down in the navigation frame. If the vehicle is

on level ground, then the vehicle's z-axis (vertical axis) is aligned with gravity. This means

that the gravity vector is known in the vehicle frame. The gravity vector can be sensed by

an accelerometer in the PND frame. If there is no disturbance from any motion

acceleration, for example when the vehicle is standing still, then the gravity vector can

easily be isolated. Even when the vehicle is moving, gravity is still the major DC (Direct

Current) or constant part of the acceleration (accl) output. Therefore, the gravity vector can

be used to estimate the misalignment between the accelerometer and the vehicle even when

the vehicle is moving.

[0019] In real life circumstances, there is some chance that a vehicle will be parked on a

slope, either from a hill, driveway, ramp, or uneven ground. However, when the vehicle in

being driven, it will probably not drive on the same sloped surface for a long time.

Therefore, more reliable results can be obtained by not using the gravity vector when the

vehicle is static or parked, but only when the vehicle is moving. The disturbance of the

motion acceleration can be suppressed by a low-pass (LP) filter with a very low cut-off

frequency.

[0020] The second vector is a synthetic vector based on steering the vehicle around turns.

When the vehicle makes turns, centrifugal acceleration appears in a lateral direction,

perpendicular to the direction of straight line motion. The specific direction (left or right) of

the centrifugal acceleration depends on the direction of the turn. This direction is known in

the vehicle frame of reference. It can also be measured in the PND frame of reference.

Without perfect correct alignment of the PND accelerometers with the vehicle frame,

however, the centrifugal accelerometers will be affected by disturbances from gravity and

any forward or reverse acceleration.



[0021] In one embodiment, to avoid the disturbance from gravity, a high-pass filter is used

to remove the gravity and only keep the AC (Alternating Current) part of the accelerometer

signal. In other words, since gravity is almost constant, the change in acceleration can be

attributed to the steering.

[0022] In one embodiment, to separate the centrifugal acceleration from the forward

acceleration and deceleration, the specific force change is multiplied by the heading gyro

output. In other words, the acceleration is directly weighted by the steering rate. The

multiplication can be represented as:

k -ωz -f (Eq. 1)

UJ

where, is the tri-axis accelerometer output;

ω is the heading gyro output, from a z-axix gyro, for example; and

is a coefficient, which can be set as 1.

[0023] Since the centrifugal acceleration is strongly related to the steering rate, it will be

significantly amplified by the weighting factor, compared to the forward acceleration that is

not correlated to the steering rate. The effect is similar to a correlation amplifier. In

addition, the weighting will cause the synthetic vector to point to the right, independent of

the direction of the acceleration and independent of left and right with respect to the vehicle.

[0024] The third vector is a synthetic vector based on accelerating or braking the vehicle.

This can be described as the vehicle's forward acceleration and deceleration. The direction

of this vector is known in the vehicle frame and it can be measured by the accelerometer in

the PND frame. Again, the steering rate is used to weight the accelerometer signal, but in

an inverse way. The weighting function can be expressed as:



e- -f (Eq. 2)

where, k is a coefficient, which can be set as 10 empirically. The other variables are as in

equation 1.

[0025] In one embodiment, in addition to the inverse weighting from e h ωz , the direction of

the forward acceleration is also determined. One solution is to use the sign of the forward

accelerometer output (accl-x) as the direction of the acceleration. This assumes that the

PND will always be mounted facing in the same direction. For a PND with a display

screen, the PND will typically be mounted with its screen facing either the driver or the

front passenger, so this is a safe assumption. If the PND has a cradle that is mounted in the

car, then it also will be mounted in the same general direction and position each time it is

placed in the cradle.

[0026] Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a portion of a navigation device. The

functional blocks in this embodiment are used to estimate the misalignment of the sensors

used by the navigation device. For a PND, this misalignment can come from the PND not

being properly aligned in the vehicle. In Figure 1, two components of an IMU (Inertial

Measurement Unit) 101, an accelerometer and a gyroscope are represented by blocks 102

and 126, respectively. In practice, there can be more than one gyroscope and accelerometer.

In one embodiment, there are three orthogonal accelerometers and three orthogonal

gyroscopes.

[0027] In another embodiment, the IMU is configured with a three-axis acceleration device

and a one-axis gyro device. The one-axis gyro device gives heading change information.

This can be done with a z-axis (vertical) gyro. In another embodiment, the IMU is

configured with a three-axis acceleration device and a two-axis gyro device. The two-axis

gyro device can be a single two-axis device or two one-axis devices, in which the heading



change information is given. Another configuration is a three-axis acceleration device and a

three-axis gyro device. The gyro device can be a single three-axis gyro device or a 3-axis

gyro device formed of one-axis or two-axis devices. Four axis configurations can be used

to provide redundancy, both for accuracy and reliability.

[0028] The output of the accelerometer 102 is the vector / indicated as 104. This output

104 is low and high pass filtered through a low pass filter 106 and a high pass filter 108.

respectively. The low-pass filter is used to filter out the high frequency signal and retain the

DC (Direct Current) or steady state signal which represents primarily the gravity component

of the signal. The high-pass filter is used to filter out the low frequency signal and retain

the AC (Alternating Current) or dynamic component of the signal which represents the

motions of the vehicle.

[0029] The low pass filtered accelerometer signal goes through a switch 110, which will

turn on when the vehicle is moving. This can be implemented physically as shown or as

logic or a function, depending on the implementation. The logical switch provides the logic

described for determining the gravity vector. Then the signal 112, the gravity vector can be

fed into a misalignment estimation logic, for example a Kalman filter (KF) 122. The

switch and the Kalman filter are components of an estimation module 103.

[0030] On the other hand, the high pass filtered signal of the accelerometer is also applied

to the estimation module 103. The estimation module weights the high pass filtered

accelerometer signal by the heading gyro 126 signal, which represents the steering rate of

the vehicle, in two ways. The first weighting is a proportional weighting 114 as described,

for example, with respect to Equation 1, the other weighting is an inverse proportional

weighting 120, as described, for example, with respect to Equation 2 .



[0031] In one embodiment, the proportional weighting factor is the heading angle rate from

the gyro sensor. The proportional weighting factor gives a higher weight to the centrifugal

acceleration signal if the heading change or steering rate is large, or in other words if the

vehicle is turning. In one embodiment, the inverse proportional weighting factor is the

heading angle rate from the gyro sensor which gives a higher weight to the forward

acceleration signal if the heading change is small, or in other words, if the vehicle is going

straight.

[0032] Both weighted signals 116 and 118 are fed into the misalignment estimation Kalman

filtering system 122 of the estimation module 103. The filtering system outputs the

estimated misalignment angles 124, using the three input vectors 112, 116, and 118. In one

embodiment, the Kalman filtering system uses the three vectors, the gravity vector, the

centrifugal acceleration vector, and the forward acceleration vector to estimate three angles

which represent the misalignment between the navigation device and the vehicle that it is

riding in. The filtering translates the gravity signal, centrifugal acceleration signal and the

forward acceleration signals to the three angles of misalignment. These angles can be

expressed as roll, pitch, and yaw, or x, y, and z, or r, θ, and φ , or in any other way.

Alternatively, other correction parameters may be used. The correction angles or other

parameters may also be normalized, factored, weighted, scaled, or modified in any other

way to ease their use by the associated equipment. In the present example, roll, pitch and

yaw are used for the misalignment angles, but any other frame of reference or coordinate

system can be used. The Kalman filtering process is described in more detail below.

[0033] The weighting scheme for the AC part of the accelerometer signal is shown in the

lower half of Figure 1. The heading gyro signal 128 first passes through a high pass filter

130; then, in the estimation module 103, the proportional weight 132 and the inverse



proportional weight 134 are generated. These can be generated as described above with

respect to equations 1 and 2 . The two weights are next multiplied with the AC part or

filtered part of the accelerometer signal at 114 and 120 to produce a steering vector and an

acceleration vector, respectively.

[0034] The misalignment estimation produces parameters that may be used either to correct

the raw sensor data from the IMU or are used as factors in the location system, or both. In

one embodiment, the misalignment parameters are expressed as roll, pitch, and yaw

correction angles. However, in other embodiments, the results can be expressed in other

ways. In one example, these correction angles are used to adjust the raw inertial sensor

data. In another example, the angles are used by the location system of the navigation

device as correction factors. The misalignment estimation can be made continuously. For

higher accuracy, after the first misalignment adjustment is done, the next repetition of

determining the angles can be done using the previously estimated misalignment angles.

This makes the second determination more accurate than the first. With additional

repetitions, the error angles will converge toward some value that is more accurate than

might otherwise be obtained.

[0035] The navigation device can determine the location of the vehicle in a variety of

different ways. Some location systems use satellite navigation systems, for example GPS,

Glonass, Galileo, Baidou (compass), or other similar systems developed by different

regions. Some location systems use signals from terrestrial radio systems which can

provide positions, for example cellular telephone, wireless mobile networking, proprietary

inventory tracking systems, and other similar systems depending on the location and region.

[0036] In an example of a misalignment Kalman filter 122 an optimizing recursive data

processing approach is used. In other words, it combines the provided measurement data,



with prior data about the system and the measuring devices, to produce an estimate of the

misalignment that attempts to minimize the errors statistically. In one example, the system

is modeled as a system equation (linear difference or differential equation with Gaussian

white noise) and a measurement equation (linear equation with Gaussian white noise) as

described below.

[0037] The System Model or system equation can be provided as:

χ (tι 1
) =Φ(tI+lι)x(O +G(t,)w(O (Eq- 3)

where, x is the state vector, which includes the information to be estimated;

Φ is the state transition matrix;

G is the system noise matrix; and

w is the system noise, whose covariance matrix is Q.

[0038] The Measurement Model or measurement equation can be provided as:

where, z is the measurement vector, which is constructed based on the measurements of the

system;

H is the measurement matrix; and

v is the measurement noise, whose covariance matrix is R.

[0039] In the present example, the Kalman filtering system makes use of the system model

to predict the state vector for the next epoch, and makes use of the measurement model to

correct the predicted state vector, as shown below:

The state prediction can be provided by Equation 5 as follows:

x(t ~) = Φ -x(t,)
1+1 ' (Eq. 5)

P ( ,
+ 1

- ) Φ -P(t,) -Φτ +G(tt)-Q -Gτ (t,)

where P is the covariance matrix of the predicted state x .



[0040] State correction:

Given the predicted state x, it can be corrected using the state correction of Equation

6 as follows:

x(t,) x(t-) +K(t )-[z(t )-H -x(t -)]

P(t,) =P(t,-)-K(t t)-H -P(t-) (Eq. 6)

K(t )=P(t -)-HT -[H -P(t-)-Hτ +RT

where, P is now the covariance matrix of the corrected state x; and

K is the gain matrix.

[0041] To apply this Kalman filter system to the misalignment estimation more specifically,

the state vector x is designed with the system model, and the measurement vector z is

designed with the measurement model. The three misalignment angles (roll, pitch, and

yaw) are put into the state vector so that these angles are estimated. The angles can be

modeled as an appropriate stochastic process, such as a random constant as suggested in

Equation 7 .

,
+1

= x, (Eq. 7)

[0042] Equation 7 shows a very simple system model as compared to the standard form in

Equation 3 . While such a simple model is sufficient for many purposes, more complex

forms can be developed where higher accuracy or more complex hardware is anticipated.

Other stochastic models like random walk or Gauss-Markov processes can also be used

depending on the variation of the misalignment with time.

[0043] The measurement vector and measurement model can be derived from the relation

between the misalignment and the three vectors mentioned above, (for example the gravity

vector, the centrifugal vector, and the acceleration vector). Equation 8 shows using the

gravity vector as an example.



where, Cv
b

is the rotation matrix from the vehicle frame to the IMU (Inertial Measurement

Unit) body frame, which is another form of the three misalignment angles (roll, pitch, and

yaw).

ba is the gravity vector measured by the accelerometer in the IMU body frame;

0 is the gravity vector in the vehicle frame, which is known as ; and

v is the measurement error of the accelerometer, which not only includes the sensor error

but also includes the disturbances of the vehicle's motion.

[0044] Disturbing the equation with misalignment error and maldng linearization, changes

the measurement equation as follows:

where, a —Ch a ,

Cv
b is the rotation matrix based on the predicted misalignment from the system model; and

qe is the error of the misalignment in quaternion form. This equation matches the form of

a conventional measurement model of a Kalman filter as expressed in equation 4 .

[0045] Similar derivations can be applied to the other two vectors. Once the system model

and the measurement model are constructed, the conventional Kalman filter algorithms,

shown, for example, in equations 5 and 6, can be applied directly to estimate the state

vector, in this case the misalignment error qe , and then correct the misalignment angles.

[0046] Figure 2 is a process flow diagram of another aspect of the operation of the

navigation device described in Figure 1. In Figure 2, in brief, the gravity vector updates the



roll and pitch misalignment angles all the time except when the vehicle stops. When the

vehicle turns, the weighted centrifugal vector updates the roll and yaw. When the vehicle

goes straight and changes speed, as in accelerating and braking, the weighted acceleration

vector updates the pitch and yaw. As a result, the misalignment always gets updated except

when the vehicle is standing still or goes straight with a constant speed so that there are no

acceleration sensor outputs.

[0047] Considering Figure 2 in more detail, the process begins at decision block 201 by

determining whether the vehicle is in motion. If it is not, then branch 203 returns to the

start and no action is taken. This determination can be made by determining whether there

is any AC content in the signals from the accelerometers. It can also be done by receiving

an odometer signal from the vehicle. It can also be done using the location system. If the

location is not changing, then the system can infer that the vehicle is not moving.

[0048] If the vehicle is moving, then the DC component of the measured acceleration, the

gravity vector, is used to determine roll and pitch for the vehicle at block 205. This is

described above using the Kalman filtering system 122. In addition, if the vehicle is in

motion, then at decision block 207, it is determined whether the vehicle is turning. If the

vehicle is turning, then the roll and yaw are updated at block 209. There are different ways

to determine whether the vehicle is turning. One way is to use a gyro in the navigation

device. Another way would be to receive input from the steering wheels, a camera aimed in

front of the car or on the ground, or to measure vehicle acceleration. The roll and yaw can

be determined using the centrifugal portion of the motion acceleration as described above.

[0049] If the vehicle is not turning, then it can be determined whether the vehicle is

speeding up or slowing down at decision block 211. This can be done using the



accelerometers as described above, or in any other way. If the vehicle is speeding up or

slowing down, then the pitch and yaw of the vehicle can be determined at block 213.

[0050] Each determination of roll, pitch, or yaw and each decision not to make such a

determination leads to a return 217 to the start and a new determination whether the vehicle

is in motion 201. In order to improve the accuracy of each repetition, at block 219 the raw

sensor signal information can be rotated in accordance with the new determinations of roll,

pitch, and yaw. With each estimation of the misalignment, the results are provided as

feedback to the raw inertial sensor signals to rotate them to be more closely aligned with the

vehicle. In the next repetition, the compensated inertial signals are used. This feedback

mechanism allows the misalignment angles to converge to the highest accuracy that the

system can provide. This convergence is also faster using the feedback mechanism,

especially for the yaw, which converges more slowly.

[0051] Figure 2 also shows optional operations that are performed in other embodiments

before each repetition of the roll, yaw, and pitch determinations. One option is to use a

timer to reduce the frequency of the repetitions. The timer is used so that processing

resources can be used for another purpose or to allow some time for conditions to change

before new measurements are made. A counter can also be used to limit the number of

repetitions. Three or four repetitions provide sufficient accuracy for some types of

equipment. In this example, the counter stops the misalignment corrections after four

measurements have been made. The particular number for any particular application can be

selected to suit the use of the equipment and its design.

[0052] A power detection or power on detector can be added to trigger a new misalignment

correction cycle each time the power is cycled. In this way, whenever a PND is turned on,

it will redetermine the misalignment angles. It is likely that if a PND has been turned off



and then back on, then it will have been moved in the vehicle and is therefore probably in a

new position.

[0053] A motion detector can also be used. The motion detection can be performed by the

accelerometers 102 or by another device. Rather than detecting the more gentle motion of

the vehicle, this motion detector detects more abrupt movements that might correspond to

the PND being picked up or snapped into a cradle. The motion detector provides another

way to determine whether the PND has just been placed into the vehicle in a new position.

Other operations can also be added. The examples discussed above are provided as

examples, and none of them are required. In addition the feedback cycle can be removed.

More or fewer parameters can also be updated than those suggested at blocks 205, 209, and

213. The particular configuration can be adapted to a variety of different circumstances and

uses of the navigation device.

[0054] Figure 3 shows an alternative configuration to the alignment estimation system of

Figure 1. The configuration of Figure 3 is particularly useful, when a full IMU (Inertial

Measurement Unit) 101 configuration is available (for example a three-axis gyro and a

three-axis accelerometer). However, as with the configuration of Figure 1, the

configuration of Figure 3 can be used by synthesizing, extrapolating or estimating values for

all three axes. In addition, some IMU's use more than three gyros and accelerometers, in

order to provide higher accuracy or higher reliability. A three-axis output of such an IMU

can alternatively be used. In the example of Figure 3, the IMU signals are applied to an

estimation module 103. In this estimation module, the cross product of the accelerometer

AC signal and the gyro AC signal is taken and provided to the filtering system.

[0055] The cross product is particularly suitable for misalignment estimation. The cross

product vector has a significant magnitude only when the vehicle makes turns and causes



centrifugal acceleration, and it is always pointing forward. The cross product inherently

filters out many other disturbances. Accordingly, it can be used to provide a simpler and

more accurate estimation. The cross product vector plus the gravity vector can be used to

efficiently estimate the misalignment.

[0056] Referring to Figure 3, an accelerometer 102 and gyroscope 126 produce the required

signals 104, 128, respectively, in three axes as described above. Alternatively, the

accelerometer and gyroscope can provide less than all three axes and the missing values can

be estimated or constants can be used. The accelerometer signal 104 goes through a low

pass filter 106 to isolate the acceleration of gravity. As in Figure 1, a logical switch 110 can

be used so that gravity is only measured while the vehicle is moving. The resulting gravity

signal 112 is supplied to the Kalman filter.

[0057] A three-axis accelerometer signal 104 is also applied to a high pass filter 108.

Similarly, a three-axis gyroscope signal 128 is applied to a high pass filter 130. The two

filtered three-axis signals are applied as vectors to a multiplier 202 that takes the cross

product of the two signals. The cross product represents a cross product of the acceleration

AC signals from the three-axis accelerometer and the gyro AC signals from the three-axis

gyro sensor. The cross product vector 114 is fed into the misalignment estimation filtering

system 122 together with the gravity vector 112. Using this information, the filtering

system provides a misalignment estimation similar to that of Figure 1. This can be done

using a Kalman filter, as described above, or any of a variety of other approaches, for

example a Least Mean Square operation. As in Figure 1, the misalignment vector can be

used to correct the sensor data or it can be used directly by a location determination system.

[0058] Figure 4 is a process flow diagram representing the operation of the configurations

of Figures 1 and 3. The process of Figure 4, begins at block 251 with measuring the



acceleration of the vehicle. As mentioned above, the accelerometers can take a variety of

different forms and can be independent or a part of an integrated IMU. At block 253, a low

pass filter is applied to the measured acceleration to obtain a gravity signal. At block 255, a

high pass filter is applied to the measured acceleration to separate out a motion acceleration

signal. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, a variety of conditions and decisions can be applied to

the measuring operations to help ensure that the signal is useful.

[0059] At block 256, the steering rate or rate of change in the direction of the vehicle is

measured. This corresponds to the lateral or centrifugal acceleration mentioned above. In

one embodiment, this is done with a gyroscope that is independent or part of an IMU or it

can be estimated based on other criteria. A variety of different gyros can be used. A one-

axis gyro device which gives heading change information, a two-axis gyro device, which

can be a single two-axis device or two one-axis devices, or a three or more axis gyro device

can be used. The three-axis device can use one-axis or two-axis devices. At block 257, a

high pass filter is applied to the direction change rate to filter out low frequency signals and

retain signals which represent vehicle motions.

[0060] At block 259, the motion acceleration signal is weighted with the measured steering

rate. The weighting generates a proportional weighting factor and an inverse proportional

weighting factor from the measured steering rate. The proportional weighting factor

provides a higher weight for a centrifugal acceleration component of the motion

acceleration signal, while the inverse proportional weighting factor provides a higher weight

for a forward acceleration component of the motion acceleration signal. The weighting

allows the centrifugal acceleration and the forward acceleration to be separated. As

mentioned above, the weighting can also be performed by taking a cross product of the

motion acceleration signal with the measured steering rate. This can most simply be done



by taking the cross product of the acceleration signals from a three-axis accelerometer and

the gyro signals from a three-axis gyro sensor. However, the particular operations can be

modified to accommodate less expensive hardware.

[0061] At block 261, misalignment correction angles are derived. The angles correspond to

the misalignment between the navigation device and the vehicle. The angles are derived

using the weighted motion acceleration signals and the gravity signal. However, the

particular input signals can be modified to suit a particular application. In one example, a

Kalman filtering system is used to translate the gravity signal, the centrifugal acceleration

signal and the forward acceleration signals to three angles of misalignment. The Kalman

filter, in effect, derives rotation angles in three orthogonal axes.

[0062] Once derived, the misalignment angles can be used as correction angles to correct

the raw sensor data. At block 263, the correction angles are applied. This can be done by

applying them to the sensor data, or by applying them to the location sensor. In this

example, the correction angles are applied to the sensor data and then at block 265, the

operations of blocks 251-263 are repeated. In other words, measuring, weighting and

deriving are repeated in order to derive new correction angles. As a result, the process is

iterative and with each iteration the correction angles are more accurate. The number of

repetitions can be selected based on the desired accuracy and the limitations of the IMU and

location system.

[0063] Given the correction angles, at block 267, the location of the vehicle is determined

using the angles or the corrected sensor data. The location system can be a satellite

positioning system, a terrestrial radio positioning system, or any other system. While the

correction angle processes are described as being performed before the vehicle location is

determined, this is not necessary for the invention. In a typical PND using GPS, when the



device is first turned on, a few minutes can pass before the first satellite based position can

be determined. This delay allows the correction angles to be determined in time to be used

for the first satellite position fix.

[0064] The correction angles can then be further fine-tuned for later satellite position

updates. However, in a different usage scenario or with a different location determination

system, the first position fix can be determined before the correction angles are determined.

It can also happen that the vehicle is not moving for a few minutes. Based on block 201 of

Figure 2, a satellite position fix can then be made before any correction angles can be

determined. If an initial satellite position fix is determined before the correction angles are

determined, then the initial fix can be used. The initial or later fixes can then be corrected

with the misalignment angles after these have been determined. The particular ordering of

operations between the location system and the correction angle determinations can be

adapted to suit different conditions.

[0065] Figure 5 provides an example of a navigation device 300 suitable for use with the

correction angle techniques discussed above. In the example of Figure 5, the system is an

integrated navigation system with a GPS subsystem 301, an INS (Inertial Navigation

System) subsystem 303, and a signal processing subsystem 305. It also obtains other

external measurement references such as odometer and magnetic sensor data 339.

[0066] The INS subsystem 303 includes gyroscope sensors 311 and accelerometer sensors

313. These can take any of the forms and configurations described above. The

measurements are first applied to respective digital to analog converters 315, 317. The

digital signals are first applied to an interface 319 that allows the digital signals to be

presented to the system processor 305 in the format and timing that is appropriate for the

system. Properly interfaced, the digital signals are then sent to a misalignment



compensation module 323. This module compensates the signals, as described above and

shown in Figures 1, 3, and 4, for misalignment in the vehicle.

[0067] The misalignment estimation can include an initial attitude alignment and then

iterative updates to mechanization equations to calculate the position, velocity, and attitude

of the navigation device. As also mentioned above, this error correction, or angle rotation,

can alternatively be incorporated into the position determination (module 337) instead of

being applied to the sensor data (module 323). After compensation, the digital signals are

sent to an INS navigation module 325 for INS navigation data processing.

[0068] The inertial navigation system, given an accurate initial position, maintains an

accurate position for the navigation device as the vehicle moves. The accuracy of the

positioning will depend upon the accuracy of the sensors. In commercial aviation, an

accurate position fix can be maintained over hundreds of miles. Any sensor errors

accumulate over time, so that the accuracy of the position degrades with time and distance.

With low cost MEMS sensors, the error will increase more quickly, however, the BSfS can

be made accurate enough to allow for accurate positioning under bridges, between buildings

and through tunnels.

[0069] The GPS subsystem 301 can be used for initial position determinations and to

correct the position determinations from the INS 303. In the example of Figure 5, the GPS

subsystem, in the form of a GPS receiver 301, has a GPS antenna 327, RF (Radio

Frequency) front end 329, and GPS baseband signal processing 331. The antenna receives

signals from a constellation of GPS satellites 335 which are down converted in the RF front

end and demodulated in the baseband processing.

[0070] The received data and timing is sent to a GPS data processing module 333 to

determine the position of the navigation device. Other information can also be determined



such as the rate of change of position or velocity, absolute time, GPS satellite pseudorange,

Doppler frequencies and any other data that might be helpful for a particular embodiment.

This data is sent to an INS/GPS integration module where it is used to aid the position

determination of the INS module 325. Using this information, INS errors can be estimated

in the INS/GPS integration module, and in turn, the INS subsystem provides higher

accuracy.

[0071] The GPS data is also provided to the INS navigation module. This allows for the

INS navigation module to determine, for example, whether the vehicle is in motion,

accurate timing, and other information as described above. The INS navigation module and

the INS/GPS integration module are connected together to allow the location determination

to be determined iteratively. As described above, corrections from the GPS data can be

provided to improve the INS data and the improved INS data can be used to provide a better

position fix. While a GPS receiver is shown in Figure 5, any other positioning system can

be used as an alternative or as an addition. The location system can also be part of another

device, such as a wireless telephone or tracking device.

[0072] The determined position is applied from the INS/GPS Integration module to an

output driver 341. The output driver applies the position to a stored map, image or any

other suitable frame of reference so that the user can understand the position and use the

information. The output driver is shown connected to a user interface 343. This can

include a display, such as a small touch screen, to show the position results to the user.

There can also be a speaker, a keypad, a microphone, a touch pad and wireless interfaces to

other interface devices. The user interface allows the user to determine how the position

information is to be displayed. Additional resources (not shown) can be used to determine

the position of possible destinations, to compute and display routes, to show surrounding



landmarks and to perform any other desired functions to further enhance the usefulness of

the position determination.

[0073] The modules of the processing section can be implemented as individual ASICs

(Application Specific Integrated Circuits), DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) or similar

devices, each with their own instruction and operand memory and firmware. Some of the

modules can be combined with the illustrated modules or with other modules not shown.

Alternatively, a more general purpose controller or processor can be used to perform each of

these functions. The controller can include an internal memory for instructions and

operands and in addition or instead can have an external memory. The controller can have

dedicated circuits for performing the operations in Figures 1 through 4 or all of these

functions can be performed by general purpose circuits. The GPS and INS function blocks

can be implemented as a separate GPS chip and a separate INS or IMU chip. Alternatively,

they can each be integrated in whole, or in part, with the processing block.

[0074] The navigation device 300 is shown as a single system. This type of system is

suitable for application to a PND, for example. However, the GPS subsystem and the INS

subsystem can be separate and independent from the processing subsystem and from each

other. For example, if a vehicle has any integrated sensors, these can be used by the

processing subsystem. In addition, particular components, can be provided separately, such

as antennas, power supplies, etc. The processing subsystem or the whole device can be

provided as a PND, as a navigation component of a smartphone, a PDA (Personal Digital

Assistant), or any other portable device.

[0075] The approaches described herein can be used in any type of vehicle, including a car,

truck, bus, boat, or airplane. It can be used for a wide variety of different navigation

devices with differing levels of equipment and complexity. A lesser or more equipped INS,



location system, and processing section than the examples described above can be preferred

for certain implementations. Therefore, the configuration of the functions and the

equipment can vary from implementation to implementation depending upon numerous

factors, such as price constraints, performance requirements, technological improvements,

or other circumstances. The particular nature of any attachment or interface with the

vehicle can be adapted to the intended use of the device. Any one or more of the

subsystems, interfaces, or interconnects can be eliminated from this system and others can

be added. For example, information from the vehicle or from other devices can be provided

based on different wired or wireless protocols.

[0076] While embodiments of the invention have been described in the context of

determining the misalignment between a PND and a vehicle, the approaches and techniques

described here can be applied to a wide variety of different contexts in which sensors can be

misaligned with another reference frame. In addition, embodiments of the invention can be

applied to fine-tune or calibrate fixed installations.

[0077] In the description above, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are

set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be

apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that the present invention can be practiced

without some of these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and

devices are shown in block diagram form.

[0078] The present invention can include various steps. The steps of the present invention

can be performed by hardware components, such as those shown in the Figures, or can be

embodied in machine-executable instructions, which can be used to cause general-purpose

or special-purpose processor or logic circuits programmed with the instructions to perform



the steps. Alternatively, the steps can be performed by a combination of hardware and

software.

[0079] The present invention can be provided as a computer program product which can

include a machine-readable medium having stored thereon instructions which can be used to

program an agent or a computer system to perform a process according to the present

invention. The machine-readable medium can include, but is not limited to, floppy

diskettes, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magneto-optical disks, ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs,

EEPROMs, magnet or optical cards, flash memory, or other type of machine-readable

media suitable for storing electronic instructions. Moreover, the present invention can also

be downloaded as a computer program product, wherein the program can be transferred

from a remote computer to a requesting computer by way of data signals embodied in a

carrier wave or other propagation medium via a communication link (e.g., a modem or

network connection).

[0080] Many of the methods and apparatus are described in their most basic form but steps

can be added to or deleted from any of the methods and components can be added or

subtracted from any of the described apparatus without departing from the basic scope of

the present invention. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that many further

modifications and adaptations can be made. The particular embodiments are not provided

to limit the invention but to illustrate it. The scope of the present invention is not to be

determined by the specific examples provided above but only by the claims below.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method to determine a misalignment of a navigation device with respect to

a vehicle comprising:

applying a high pass filter to a measured acceleration of the vehicle to produce a

motion acceleration signal;

weighting the motion acceleration signal with a measured steering rate of the

vehicle; and

deriving misalignment parameters for the navigation device with respect to the

vehicle using the weighted motion acceleration signal.

2 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

applying a low pass filter to the measured acceleration to produce a gravity signal;

and

wherein deriving misalignment parameters comprises also using the gravity signal.

3 . The method of Claim 1, wherein deriving misalignment parameters

comprises deriving rotation angles in three orthogonal axes.

4 . The method of Claim 1, wherein deriving misalignment parameters

comprises applying a Kalman filtering system.

5 . The method of Claim 1, wherein weighting comprises;

generating a proportional weighting factor from the measured steering rate; and

multiplying the motion acceleration signal with the proportional weighting factor to

produce a centrifugal acceleration component of the motion acceleration signal.



6 . The method of Claim 1, wherein weighting comprises;

generating an inverse proportional weighting factor from the measured steering rate;

and

multiplying the motion acceleration signal with the inverse proportional weighting

factor to produce a forward acceleration component of the motion acceleration signal.

7 . The method of Claim 1, wherein weighting comprises using the measured

steering rate to weight the motion acceleration signal so that a centrifugal acceleration and a

forward acceleration are produced, and wherein deriving misalignment parameters

comprises using a Kalman filtering system to produce three misalignment angles based on

the gravity signal, the centrifugal acceleration signal and the forward acceleration signals.

8. The method of Claim 1, wherein weighting comprises performing a cross

product multiplication of the motion acceleration signal with the measured steering rate.

9 . The method of Claim 8, wherein the cross product comprises a cross product of

the acceleration signals from a three-axis accelerometer and the gyro signals from a three-

axis gyro sensor.

10. The method of Claim 1, further comprising correcting raw sensor data using

the correction angles.

11. The method of Claim 10, further comprising determining new misalignment

parameters after correcting the raw sensor data and correcting the raw sensor data again

using the new misalignment parameters.

12. The method of Claim 11, further comprising determining the location of the

vehicle after correcting.

13. The method of Claim 12 wherein determining the location comprises

determining the location using a satellite positioning system.



14. The method of Claim 1, further comprising using odometer signals from the

vehicle to determine whether the motion acceleration signal corresponds to the vehicle

being in motion.

15. The method of Claim 1, further comprising measuring the acceleration along

three orthogonal axes using a three axis accelerometer to produce the measured

acceleration.

16. The method of Claim 1, further comprising receiving a measured

acceleration from an external sensor.

17. The method of Claim 1, further comprising measuring the steering rate using

a vertical gyroscope.

18. A navigation device comprising:

a high pass filter to generate a motion acceleration signal from a measured

acceleration of a vehicle in which the navigation device is positioned;

a multiplier to weight the motion acceleration signal with a measured steering rate of

a vehicle in which the navigation device is positioned; and

a filter to derive misalignment parameters for the navigation device with respect to

the vehicle using the weighted motion acceleration signal.

19. The device of Claim 18, further comprising an acceleration sensor to produce

the measured acceleration, the acceleration sensor comprising a three axis accelerometer.

20 The device of Claim 18, further comprising a navigation device to produce

the measured steering rate of the vehicle, the direction sensor comprising a vertical

gyroscope.

21. The device of Claim 18, further comprising a satellite location system to

determine the location of the vehicle using the correction angles.



22. The device of Claim 18, further comprising;

a low-pass filter to generate a gravity signal from the measured acceleration;

wherein the multiplier uses the measured steering rate to weight the motion

acceleration signal to generate a centrifugal acceleration and a forward acceleration based

on the motion acceleration signal; and

wherein the filter comprises a Kalman filtering system using the gravity signal, the

centrifugal acceleration, and the forward acceleration to estimate three correction angles.

23. A machine-readable medium having instructions stored thereon that when

operated on by the machine cause the machine to perform operations comprising:

applying a high pass filter to a measured acceleration of a vehicle to produce a

motion acceleration signal;

generating a proportional weighting factor from a measured steering rate of the

vehicle;

multiplying the motion acceleration signal with the proportional weighting factor to

produce a centrifugal acceleration component of the motion acceleration signal.

generating an inverse proportional weighting factor from the measured steering rate;

multiplying the motion acceleration signal with the inverse proportional weighting

factor to produce a forward acceleration component of the motion acceleration signal;

applying a low pass filter to the measured acceleration to produce a gravity signal;

and

deriving misalignment parameters for use by a navigation device that represent a

misalignment of the measured acceleration and the measured steering rate with respect to

the vehicle using the centrifugal acceleration component, the forward acceleration

component and the gravity signal.



24. The medium of Claim 23, wherein deriving misalignment parameters

comprises using a Kalman filtering system to produce three misalignment angles.

25. A method comprising:

determining whether a vehicle is turning;

if the vehicle is turning then determining a first set of attitude parameters of the

vehicle using a portable navigation device;

if the vehicle is not turning, then determining a second set of attitude parameters of

the vehicle using the portable navigation device;

determining correction parameters based on the determined attitude parameters to

correct for misalignment between the portable navigation device and the vehicle.

26. The method of Claim 25, further comprising preventing the determination of

roll, yaw and pitch if the vehicle is not in motion.

27. The method of Claim 26, wherein the attitude parameters are determined

using sensors of the portable navigation device, the method further comprising correcting

signals from the sensors using the correction parameters.

28. The method of Claim 26, wherein the portable navigation device includes a

location determination system, the method further comprising correcting location

determinations using the correction parameters.

29. The method of Claim 25, wherein the first set of attitude parameters are roll

and yaw, the second set of attitude parameters are pitch and yaw, and the correction

parameters are angles corresponding to at least one of roll, yaw, and pitch.

30. The method of Claim 25, further comprising determining whether the vehicle

is in motion and if the vehicle is in motion, then determining a third set of attitude

parameters of the vehicle.



31. A navigation device comprising:

a first interface to receive a steering rate of a vehicle that is carrying the navigation

device;

a second interface to receive accelerations of the vehicle; and

an estimation module if the vehicle is turning, to then determine a first set of attitude

parameters of the vehicle based on the received accelerations, if the vehicle is not turning,

to then determine a second set of attitude parameters of the vehicle based on the received

accelerations, and to determine correction parameters based on the determined attitude

parameters to correct for misalignment between the portable navigation device and the

vehicle.

32. The navigation device of Claim 31, wherein the estimation module prevents

the determination of attitude parameters if the vehicle is not in motion.

33. The navigation device of Claim 31, further comprising sensors to provide the

steering rate to the first interface and the measured acceleration to the second interface.

34. A machine-readable medium having instruction stored thereon that when

operated on by the machine cause the machine to perform operations comprising:

determining whether a vehicle is turning;

if the vehicle is turning, then determining a first set of attitude parameters of the

vehicle using a portable navigation device;

if the vehicle is not turning, then determining a second set of attitude parameters of

the vehicle using the portable navigation device;

determining correction parameters based on the determined attitude parameters to

correct for misalignment between the portable navigation device and the vehicle.



35. The medium of Claim 34, wherein the first set of attitude parameters are roll

and yaw, the second set of attitude parameters are pitch and yaw, and the correction

parameters are angles corresponding to at least one of roll, yaw, and pitch.
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